
Monthly contribution self-reporting 

Guidelines 

● Each TSC representative: Please fill in your organization’s section with the engineering 
activities and other contributions that your organisation has made to ROS 2. 

● Please fill your section prior to our next meeting on 2020-10-15. 
● This report covers work done since the previous TSC meeting: 2020-09-17 - 2020-10-15. 

Don't include work done earlier or planned for the future. 
● Contributions may come from you, your colleagues, and/or external collaborators that 

you're funding to do the work that's reported. 
● Each package to which you're contributing should be included on the list of ROS 2 

Common Packages. 
● When possible, provide links to your contributions (e.g., pull requests). 
● Provide enough detail for everyone to understand what was done. 
● These reports will be included in the published meeting minutes. 
● Example: 

○ foo_org/bar_pkg 
■ Implemented the whizbang feature (PR) 
■ Investigated and reported on the superbad bug (comment) 

Reports 

● ADLINK Technology: Joe Speed 
○ zenoh-plugin-dds  

■ released ROS 2 DDS scalable fault tolerant discovery; bridging over 
wireless, bridge to cloud, microcontroller support, interoperates with 
cyclonedds, fastdds, connext, and other DDS implementations. 

○ eclipse-cyclone/cyclonedds 
■ iceoryx shared memory in iceoryx branch. Adding zero-copy API 

https://github.com/eclipse-cyclonedds/cyclonedds/pull/597 
■ CentOS support 

https://github.com/eclipse-cyclonedds/cyclonedds/pull/613  
■ content filtering prototype 

https://github.com/eclipse-cyclonedds/cyclonedds/pull/606  
■  

● Amazon: Aaron Blasdel 
○ # Contributions 
○ By Authors: dabonnie, emersonknapp, jaisontj, thomas-moulard, jikawa-az 
○ To Repositories in Organizations: ament, colcon, ros, ros-infrastructure, 

ros-security, ros-tooling, ros2 
○ Merged Since: 2020-09-17 
○ This report generated: 2020-10-13 
○ Contribution count (remember to update if you remove things): 17 
○ * colcon/colcon-bundle 

■ * "Dabonnie/fork test" | Devin Bonnie | 
https://github.com/colcon/colcon-bundle/pull/191 (merged 2020-09-18) 

○ * ros-tooling/community 

https://ros.org/reps/rep-2005.html#content
https://ros.org/reps/rep-2005.html#content
https://github.com/foo_org/bar_pkg/pull42
https://github.com/foo_org/bar_pkg/issues/666#issuecomment-111111111
https://github.com/eclipse-zenoh/zenoh-plugin-dds
https://github.com/eclipse-cyclonedds/cyclonedds/blob/iceoryx/docs/manual/shared_memory.rst
https://github.com/eclipse-cyclonedds/cyclonedds/pull/597
https://github.com/eclipse-cyclonedds/cyclonedds/pull/613
https://github.com/eclipse-cyclonedds/cyclonedds/pull/606


■ * "Add a script that manages team permissions to all org repositories" | 
Emerson Knapp | https://github.com/ros-tooling/community/pull/27 
(merged 2020-09-25) 

■ * "Add CODEOWNERS file" | Emerson Knapp | 
https://github.com/ros-tooling/community/pull/28 (merged 2020-09-21) 

○ * ros-tooling/cross_compile 
■ * "Bump version to 0.6.0" | Emerson Knapp | 

https://github.com/ros-tooling/cross_compile/pull/266 (merged 
2020-10-05) 

■ * "Runtime image packaging feature" | Emerson Knapp | 
https://github.com/ros-tooling/cross_compile/pull/262 (merged 
2020-09-24) 

■ * "Ignore reporting metrics from forks" | Devin Bonnie | 
https://github.com/ros-tooling/cross_compile/pull/260 (merged 
2020-09-24) 

○ * ros/ros_comm 
■ * "Gracefully stop recording upon SIGTERM and SIGINT" | Devin Bonnie | 

https://github.com/ros/ros_comm/pull/2038 (merged 2020-09-23) 
○ * ros/rosdistro 

■ * "cloudwatch_common: 1.1.4-1 in 'melodic/distribution.yaml' [bloom]" | 
Jesse Ikawa | https://github.com/ros/rosdistro/pull/26882 (merged 
2020-10-12) 

■ * "cloudwatch_common: 1.1.4-1 in 'kinetic/distribution.yaml' [bloom]" | 
Jesse Ikawa | https://github.com/ros/rosdistro/pull/26780 (merged 
2020-10-02) 

■ * "cloudwatch_common: 1.1.4-1 in 'dashing/distribution.yaml' [bloom]" | 
Jesse Ikawa | https://github.com/ros/rosdistro/pull/26697 (merged 
2020-09-25) 

○ * ros2/rosbag2 
■ * "Removed duplicated code in record" | Jaison Titus | 

https://github.com/ros2/rosbag2/pull/534 (merged 2020-10-10) 
■ * "Change default cache size for sequential_writer to a non zero value" | 

Jaison Titus | https://github.com/ros2/rosbag2/pull/533 (merged 
2020-10-09) 

■ * "SequentialWriter to cache by message size instead of message count" 
| Jaison Titus | https://github.com/ros2/rosbag2/pull/530 (merged 
2020-10-09) 

■ * "Remove some code duplication between SequentialWriter and 
SequentialCompressionWriter" | Jaison Titus | 
https://github.com/ros2/rosbag2/pull/527 (merged 2020-10-02) 

■ * "[ros2bag test_record] Gets rid of time.sleep and move to using 
command.wait_for_output" | Jaison Titus | 
https://github.com/ros2/rosbag2/pull/525 (merged 2020-09-22) 

■ * "Add CODEOWNERS file" | Emerson Knapp | 
https://github.com/ros2/rosbag2/pull/519 (merged 2020-09-21) 

○ * ros2/rosbag2_bag_v2 
■ * "Add CODEOWNERS file" | Emerson Knapp | 

https://github.com/ros2/rosbag2_bag_v2/pull/33 (merged 2020-09-21) 
● Apex.AI: Dejan Pangercic 

○ Rosbag2 performance improvement work started 
○ Various fixes and QNX support https://gitlab.com/ApexAI/performance_test 

https://gitlab.com/ApexAI/performance_test


○ We plan to add idl support to ros1_bridge (via William) 
○ Autoware.Auto (ROS 2-based AD stack) is now official a real stack capable of 

Autonomous Valet Parking applications: 
https://discourse.ros.org/t/autoware-auto-automated-valet-parking-was-a-triumph/
16662 

■ We would now like to add it to https://www.ros.org/reps/rep-2005.html 
● Bosch: Karsten Knese 

○ micro-ROS/drive_base 
■ "Add legal information" | Ralph Lange | 

https://github.com/micro-ROS/drive_base/pull/1 (merged 2020-10-13) 
○ micro-ROS/micro-ROS.github.io 

■ "Update of feature list" | Ralph Lange | 
https://github.com/micro-ROS/micro-ROS.github.io/pull/216 (merged 
2020-10-14) 

○ micro-ROS/system_modes 
■ "Merge latest dev into dashing" | Arne Nordmann | 

https://github.com/micro-ROS/system_modes/pull/51 (merged 
2020-09-30) 

■ "Merge latest dev into eloquent" | Arne Nordmann | 
https://github.com/micro-ROS/system_modes/pull/50 (merged 
2020-09-30) 

■ "Merge latest dev into master" | Arne Nordmann | 
https://github.com/micro-ROS/system_modes/pull/49 (merged 
2020-09-30) 

■ "Publish inferred transitions" | Arne Nordmann | 
https://github.com/micro-ROS/system_modes/pull/46 (merged 
2020-09-30) 

○ ros-controls/ros2_control 
■ "remove controller loader abstraction layer" | Karsten Knese | 

https://github.com/ros-controls/ros2_control/pull/175 (merged 2020-10-08) 
■ "fix regression in controller manager services" | Karsten Knese | 

https://github.com/ros-controls/ros2_control/pull/169 (merged 2020-09-30) 
■ "make gh actions on pair with ros2_controllers" | Karsten Knese | 

https://github.com/ros-controls/ros2_control/pull/159 (merged 2020-09-26) 
■ "Hide component parser api" | Karsten Knese | 

https://github.com/ros-controls/ros2_control/pull/157 (merged 2020-09-22) 
■ "run apt update && upgrade" | Karsten Knese | 

https://github.com/ros-controls/ros2_control/pull/158 (merged 2020-09-22) 
○ ros-controls/ros2_controllers 

■ "fix brace initializers" | Karsten Knese | 
https://github.com/ros-controls/ros2_controllers/pull/103 (merged 
2020-10-13) 

■ "Adapt GH actions to target Foxy" | Karsten Knese | 
https://github.com/ros-controls/ros2_controllers/pull/98 (merged 
2020-09-26) 
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■ "fix brace initializers on clang" | Karsten Knese | 
https://github.com/ros-controls/ros2_controllers/pull/97 (merged 
2020-09-24) 

○ ros/rosdistro 
■ "system_modes: 0.4.0-1 in 'foxy/distribution.yaml' [bloom]" | Arne 

Nordmann | https://github.com/ros/rosdistro/pull/26825 (merged 
2020-10-06) 

■ "system_modes: 0.4.0-1 in 'dashing/distribution.yaml' [bloom]" | Arne 
Nordmann | https://github.com/ros/rosdistro/pull/26824 (merged 
2020-10-06) 

■ "system_modes: 0.4.0-1 in 'rolling/distribution.yaml' [bloom]" | Arne 
Nordmann | https://github.com/ros/rosdistro/pull/26823 (merged 
2020-10-06) 

■ "system_modes: 0.4.0-1 in 'eloquent/distribution.yaml' [bloom]" | Arne 
Nordmann | https://github.com/ros/rosdistro/pull/26822 (merged 
2020-10-06) 

■ "system_modes: 0.3.0-1 in 'rolling/distribution.yaml' [bloom]" | Arne 
Nordmann | https://github.com/ros/rosdistro/pull/26758 (merged 
2020-09-30) 

● Canonical: Kyle Fazzari 
○ ros2/sros2 

■ Expose keystore operations in public API (PR) 
○ ros2/launch_ros 

■ Add --secure option to launch with encryption (PR) (dependent on above) 
● eProsima: Jaime Martin Losa 

○ Done: 
■ Fast DDS is Q2. 

○ Ongoing: 
■ Micro-ROS integrations: Arduino, Moveit 
■ ROS2 Discovery Server 2.0 
■ Shared Memory Zero Copy Transport. 

● Intel: Harold Yang 
○ New Realsense release integration into rosdistro 

■ https://github.com/ros/rosdistro/pull/26657 
■ https://github.com/ros/rosdistro/pull/26585 
■ https://github.com/ros/rosdistro/pull/26805 
■ https://github.com/ros/rosdistro/pull/26572 

○ Porting moveit_ros_warehouse and its dependencies for ROS2 (under review) 
■ moveit_ros_warehouse: https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit2/pull/273 
■ warehouse_ros: https://github.com/ros-planning/warehouse_ros/pull/48 
■ warehouse_ros_mongo: 

https://github.com/ros-planning/warehouse_ros_mongo/pull/38 
● LG Electronics: Lokesh Kumar Goel 

○ License values in package.xml files. 
■ The issue is described in 

https://github.com/ros-infrastructure/superflore/issues/271 
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■ superflore is trying to improve the license values in package.xml files and 
while doing that it sometimes makes it worse, e.g. "LGPLv3" changes to 
"LGPL-2" 

■ To fix this issue at the origin following WIP PRs were created: 
https://github.com/ros-infrastructure/catkin_pkg/pull/296 
https://github.com/ros/rosdistro/pull/26601 
to let actual component developers know that the value isn't valid SPDX 
identifier, so that eventually superflore wouldn't need to do any license 
modifications. 

■ And not to regress from current state some "safe" replacements 
(generated from the values people actually use currently) are still applied 
in: 
https://github.com/ros-infrastructure/superflore/pull/279 

○ webOS OSE v2.7.0 support and support for latest OE releases is prepared in: 
■ https://github.com/ros/meta-ros/pull/747 
■ https://github.com/ros/meta-ros/pull/746 
■ https://github.com/ros/meta-ros/pull/750 
■ https://github.com/ros/meta-ros-webos/pull/7 
■ just waits to be tested in runtime, some preparation for this was already 

merged in: 
■ https://github.com/ros/meta-ros/pull/740 
■ https://github.com/ros/meta-ros/pull/739 
■ https://github.com/ros/meta-ros-webos/pull/5 
■ and with Yocto 3.1 Dunfell release being used by webOS OSE we're 

dropping support for Yocto 2.6 Thud, Yocto 2.7 Warrior and for Yocto 3.0 
Zeus we'll support only LTS ROS distributions. 

■ Once all these PRs are merged, ROS_DISTRO variable no longer needs 
to be set in bblayers.conf for easier meta-ros integration with other 
projects, resolving long standing issue 
https://github.com/ros/meta-ros/issues/632 

○ recipes for melodic 2020-10-12 and foxy 2020-10-09 are prepared in: 
■ https://github.com/ros/meta-ros/pull/734 
■ https://github.com/ros/meta-ros/pull/735 
■ but there are still couple build issues to resolve 

● Microsoft: Sean Yen 
○ Documentation 

■ https://github.com/ros2/ros2_documentation/pull/506 
■ Azure Edge Robotics team's distribution has been added to the official 

ROS2 docs site! 
○ Releases 

■ More ROS1 & ROS2 sync releases! 
■ https://discourse.ros.org/t/ros-on-windows-noetic-release-v20201009-0-0-

2010132325/16817 
■ https://discourse.ros.org/t/ros-on-windows-foxy-release-v20200925-0-0-2

010010001/16632/3 
○ Contribution 

■ https://github.com/ros-planning/srdfdom/pull/69 
■ https://github.com/ros/rosdistro/pull/26583 
■ https://github.com/ros/geometry/pull/207 
■ https://github.com/ros/ros_comm/pull/2050 
■ https://github.com/ros/ros_comm/pull/2051 
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■ https://github.com/ros/ros_environment/pull/27 
■ https://github.com/ros-infrastructure/rosdistro/pull/156 
■ https://github.com/ROBOTIS-GIT/turtlebot3_simulations/pull/124 
■ https://github.com/ROBOTIS-GIT/turtlebot3_simulations/pull/119 

 
● Open Robotics: Chris Lalancette 

○ Documentation 
■ Per-package documentation requirements: 

https://github.com/ros2/design/pull/301 
■ Revamping URL structure of docs.ros.org to handle move of 

documentation 
■ Versioning of https://github.com/ros2/ros2_documentation 

○ Default Middleware Selection 
■ Data collection in progress:  

● https://discourse.ros.org/t/community-feedback-default-rmw-for-ro
s-2-galactic/16450 

● https://discourse.ros.org/t/middleware-working-group-update-to-sc
hedule-for-default-middleware-selection-report/16803 

○ Syncs 
■ Rolling sync: 

https://discourse.ros.org/t/new-packages-for-ros-2-rolling-ridley-2020-10-1
2/16789 

■ Foxy sync: 
https://discourse.ros.org/t/new-packages-and-patch-release-for-foxy-fitzro
y-2020-10-09/16760/3 

■ Dashing sync upcoming 
● PickNik: Dave Coleman 

● ros-planning/moveit 
○ "Sync changes from master into noetic-devel" | Tyler Weaver | 

https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit/pull/2365 (merged 2020-10-13) 
○ "Changelogs for Noetic 1.1.1" | Tyler Weaver | 

https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit/pull/2342 (merged 2020-10-13) 
○ "A library for servoing toward a moving pose" | AndyZe | 

https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit/pull/2203 (merged 2020-10-11) 
○ "moveit_cpp: Cover another failure path in planning pipeline loading" | 

AndyZe | https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit/pull/2336 (merged 
2020-10-05) 

○ "[fix] Segfault when editing pose in moveit_setup_assistant" | Tyler 
Weaver | https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit/pull/2340 (merged 
2020-10-02) 

○ "Refactor velocity limit enforcement and add a unit test" | AndyZe | 
https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit/pull/2260 (merged 2020-09-15) 

○ "Fix Servo interruption" | AndyZe | 
https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit/pull/2314 (merged 2020-09-17) 

● ros-planning/moveit2 
○ "Workspace and CI fixes" | Henning Kayser | 

https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit2/pull/244 (merged 2020-10-14) 
○ "Fix Servo runtime issues" | Henning Kayser | 

https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit2/pull/294 (merged 2020-10-14) 
○ "Update MoveIt logo URLs in the demos' README" | Jafar Abdi | 

https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit2/pull/289 (merged 2020-10-05) 
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○ "Apply clang-format-10" | Henning Kayser | 
https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit2/pull/282 (merged 2020-09-23) 

○ "small compilation fixes for macOS" | Mark Moll | 
https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit2/pull/271 (merged 2020-09-15) 

● ros-planning/moveit_calibration 
○ "throttle messages from target plugin" | John Stechschulte | 

https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit_calibration/pull/6 (merged 
2020-10-07) 

○ "Add missing CMakeLists.txt entries" | John Stechschulte | 
https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit_calibration/pull/31 (merged 
2020-10-07) 

○ "Added version caveats to README.md" | John Stechschulte | 
https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit_calibration/pull/33 (merged 
2020-10-07) 

● ros-planning/moveit_ci 
○ "Show unexpected result code in test util error" | Henning Kayser | 

https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit_ci/pull/120 (merged 2020-10-09) 
● ros-planning/moveit_msgs 

○ "Bump version to 0.11.1" | Tyler Weaver | 
https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit_msgs/pull/94 (merged 
2020-10-09) 

○ "Changelogs for Noetic release 0.11.1" | Tyler Weaver | 
https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit_msgs/pull/93 (merged 
2020-10-09) 

● ros-planning/moveit_resources 
○ "Changelogs for Noetic 0.7.1" | Tyler Weaver | 

https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit_resources/pull/45 (merged 
2020-10-09) 

● ros-planning/moveit_tutorials 
○ "Python3 migration" | Tyler Weaver | 

https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit_tutorials/pull/536 (merged 
2020-10-06) 

○ "Change planning_scene topic in RViz tutorial" | Tyler Weaver | 
https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit_tutorials/pull/534 (merged 
2020-10-03) 

○ "Add instruction for Kinematic Solver field to the hand planning group to 
setup assistant tutorial" | Tyler Weaver | 
https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit_tutorials/pull/532 (merged 
2020-10-02) 

○ "Remove warning about franka_description not being released to 
Melodic" | Tyler Weaver | 
https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit_tutorials/pull/529 (merged 
2020-10-01) 

○ "Remove warning about franka_description not being released to 
Melodic" | Tyler Weaver | 
https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit_tutorials/pull/530 (merged 
2020-09-30) 

● ros-planning/moveit_visual_tools 
○ "Changelogs for Noetic 3.6.0" | Tyler Weaver | 

https://github.com/ros-planning/moveit_visual_tools/pull/78 (merged 
2020-10-09) 
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● ros-planning/srdfdom 
○ "Inherit package VERSION from package.xml" | Henning Kayser | 

https://github.com/ros-planning/srdfdom/pull/74 (merged 2020-10-14) 
○ "Fix weird string break in for-loop" | Henning Kayser | 

https://github.com/ros-planning/srdfdom/pull/71 (merged 2020-10-12) 
○ "Use console_bridge_vendor dependency wrapper" | Henning Kayser | 

https://github.com/ros-planning/srdfdom/pull/61 (merged 2020-10-12) 
● ros-planning/warehouse_ros_mongo 

○ "Noetic 0.10.0 Changelogs, travis, and version bump" | Tyler Weaver | 
https://github.com/ros-planning/warehouse_ros_mongo/pull/36 (merged 
2020-10-09) 

○ "Python3 compatibility layer for roslaunch in CMake" | Tyler Weaver | 
https://github.com/ros-planning/warehouse_ros_mongo/pull/35 (merged 
2020-10-05) 

● ROBOTIS: Will Son 
○ Binary Release TurtleBot3 Metapackage for ROS1 Kinetic/Melodic/Noetic & 

ROS2 Dashing/Eloquent/Foxy 
● Rover Robotics: Nick Fragale 

○ Shipped Steve Macenski a demo unit for creating demos for ROS World 
○ Helped Steve get up and running with our robot. Steve had a lot of advice for us 

on our ROS 2 driver to make it more in line with canonical ROS stuff. We are 
working on those changes now. 

● Samsung: Steven Macenski 
○ ROS World 2020 presentation preparation, technology demos 
○ Updating documentation, project & tutorials for API changes 
○ Finishing capabilities for SMAC planner to support Cars, car-like, ackermann, 

curvature constrained (e.g. high speed) and non-round robots and released. 
○ Samsung International: Working on first-time setup guide and speed restricted 

zone layers  
○ Costmap filters released and keepout zones with tutorials available 
○ Pushing further on test coverage in Navigation2 stack (up to 82%) 
○ General monthly maintenance tasks (e.g. code reviews, design discussions, etc)  

● GVSC: Jerry Towler (SwRI) 
○ Continued effort on designing/implementing multi-machine systems: 

https://github.com/ros2/design/pull/297 
○ Continued effort in refactoring launch system: 

https://github.com/ros2/launch/pull/454 
○ Rosbag2 improvements; examples below 

■ https://github.com/ros2/rosbag2/issues/295 
■ https://github.com/ros2/rosbag2/pull/506 

● Tier IV: Jilada Eccleston 
○ Investigate recording tool “rr” 
○ Benchmarking tools 

■ Investigate latency measurement tools (topics, services, parameters, etc): 
● https://github.com/y-okumura-isp/TwoWaysMeasurement/tree

/dev-threaded_callback 
● https://github.com/hsgwa/ros2_timer_latency_measurement/t

ree/invest_nanosleep_and_futex 
■ Investigate message end-to-end measurement tool: proof of concept 

started 

https://github.com/ros-planning/srdfdom/pull/74
https://github.com/ros-planning/srdfdom/pull/71
https://github.com/ros-planning/srdfdom/pull/61
https://github.com/ros-planning/warehouse_ros_mongo/pull/36
https://github.com/ros-planning/warehouse_ros_mongo/pull/35
https://github.com/ros2/rosbag2/issues/295
https://github.com/ros2/rosbag2/pull/506
https://github.com/y-okumura-isp/TwoWaysMeasurement/tree/dev-threaded_callback
https://github.com/y-okumura-isp/TwoWaysMeasurement/tree/dev-threaded_callback
https://github.com/hsgwa/ros2_timer_latency_measurement/tree/invest_nanosleep_and_futex
https://github.com/hsgwa/ros2_timer_latency_measurement/tree/invest_nanosleep_and_futex


○ Improvements to threaded callback API: ongoing discussion 
● Toyota Research Institute: Ian McMahon 

○ ros/sdformat_urdf 
■ https://github.com/ros/sdformat_urdf/pull/1 

Added many SDFormat example files to unit test SDFormat being utilized 
in URDF Models. PR still in flight, but nearing completion.  

https://github.com/ros-realtime/community/issues/4
https://github.com/ros/sdformat_urdf/pull/1

